
The Big Tree
Therapeutic 
Dolls
New Stories and Characters



The Australian Childhood Foundation acknowledges 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people as the 
traditional custodians of the land and we pay our 
respect to their Elders past, present, and emerging.



Welcome back to the Big Tree!



Session Outline

Reflection   
• What’s your experience of the 

Therapeutic Dolls so far?

• Doll Review- themes revisited
• Introducing Molly Snail & Percy Bee
• Therapeutic Story Ranges 
• Molly Snail & Percy Bee Activities



Original Four Dolls

Morten Monster          Ollie Monkey              Susan Kitten               Ellen Caterpillar



Morten Monster    
Key Themes:
Exploring Identity &
Emotional Expression 

Ollie Monkey 
Key Themes:
Nurture & Nourishment & 
Being heard & finding voice

Susan Kitten 
Key Themes: Practicing 
Relaxation & Calm & 
Exploring Self Narratives

Ellen Caterpillar 
Key Themes:
Transformation & 
Increasing Adaptability

Original Big Tree Characters and Themes



New Arrivals                           
Molly Snail Percival Bee



Molly Snail 
Key Themes: How we 
Carry Home with Us & Life 
Story Exploration  

Percy Bee
Key Theme: Orientating with 
love and care & Being part of a 
family 

Two New Big Tree Arrivals-
Characters and Themes

Molly and Percy both left their 
backyard home and found their way 
to the Big Tree. This pair of Big Tree 
recent arrivals allow us to explore 
new themes associated with re-
location and sudden change. These 
experiences are common for 
children who have endured trauma.       



Big Tree Stories

12 stories related to 
the Big Tree 

Character’s trauma 
recovery themes.

&
6 simple stories, 

perfect for the early 
years, related to 

Character themes.  



Aims of the Stories

• They reference common themes associated with trauma recovery.
• They communicate and normalise protective responses.
• They communicate ideas about what children might need from their key adults.
• The set of 12 stories includes therapeutic questions on the final page related to 

story themes that could be posed to children and their key adults in therapeutic 
contexts. 



Why Stories?

• Stories are simulations that allow us to experience other’s lives through 
the world the story creates. Lisa Cron- Wired for Story

• Our brains ‘on story’ function differently. We are 22 times more likely to 
remember facts in a story than facts alone. Sarah-Jane Murray, TedEx ‘Hardwired for Story’, Nov 
14, 2014

• Stories are ideas in action. They incite us into action. We carry them 
with us. Sarah-Jane Murray, TedEx ‘Hardwired for Story’, Nov 14, 2014



Morty Monster

The Day Morty’ Face Fell Off- A Story about Changing Feeling Faces

Morty goes on a walk during which his face keeps falling off! He learns about 
his feeling faces with the help of a talking river and that his changing feelings 
are linked to his shifting facial expressions and what fun he can have with that.  

Morty and the Littlest Bunny- A Story about Unwanted Identity and 
Hidden Strengths
Morty has internalised many messages of fear and rejection from those 
around him and often feels uncomfortable in his own skin. This is a story about 
a little bunny who challenges some of Morty’s self-beliefs and expands how he 
knows himself.   



Susan Kitten

Susan and the Sky Inside- A Story about Worries and Practicing Relaxation 
and Calm
Susan meets Franco the Sloth who validates her worries, introduces a simple 
breathing practice and tells her a story about how he learned to cope with strong 
feelings that swirl up in his life.                      

Susan and the Memory Blanket- A Story about Friendship, Feeling Seen 
& the Symbols of our Lives
Susan and Mabel are best friends. Susan feels like she is broken sometimes. 
Mabel finds a way of letting Susan know that all of her parts are loved and 
accepted. 



Ollie Monkey

Ollie’s Family Tree- A Story about Learning to Accept Nurture & Nourishment
Ollie arrives at the annual Big Tree Baking Exhibition. He steals some food and is 
caught by a pair of magpies. One magpie rejects him, while the other takes time to 
understand what lies beneath his behaviour. Ollie learns that he is worthy of care 
and finds a sense of belonging within the Big Tree. 

Ollie, the Chef, & the Delicious Banana- A story about how adults can 
learn to better listen to children
A new café opens up in the Big Tree. The café’s chef makes many attempts to 
win over Ollie’s tastebuds. Along the way the chef learns about what it means 
to really listen and connect.  



Ellen Caterpillar

Ellen and the Very Important Suitcase- A Story about the tricky 
business of Transformation
A kind butterfly helps Ellen with her big transformation. Ellen discovers that 
transformation can involve losses as well as gains and that some things about 
her will never change.  

Ellen the Invisible Caterpillar- A Story exploring the different ways we try 
to keep ourselves safe
Ellen is threatened by a hungry kookaburra. She meets a caterpillar and a bee 
that show her the ways they keep safe. The bee helps Ellen realise that Ellen has 
her own clever way of keeping herself safe.       



Molly Snail

A Home Away From Home- A Story about carrying home with us
Molly is forced from her home in the veggie patch and meets a worm who helps 
her realise that she is not as un-protected and powerless as she had thought.

The Lost and Found Day- A Story about healing from looking back at where 
we have been   
Molly gets lost as she ventures away from the Big Tree. Sweetie the sugar glider 
spots Molly’s snail trail and that helps Molly feel orientated and leads her home. 
Molly realises that looking back can help, and that others have trails that tell her 
about their lives.      



Percy Bee

Percy Finds his Place- A story for anyone who has found it hard to find 
their place
Finding your right place is not always easy. Percy tries out many roles 
searching for how he belongs in his family. After much trying he finds a 
unique way to fit into his family that is great for everyone.   

Percy and Amina- A Story about the relationships that help us feel 
orientated
Amina has cared for Percy all of his life. Percy gets knocked off track on his first 
solo flight. He draws upon aspects of his most important relationship with 
Amina to help him find his way back home.   



Overview 
Handout-
Stories 
Summary 
Table
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Inside

























Early Years e-stories- Morty Monster & Susan Kitten 



Morty’s 
Feeling Faces 
World 
Championship



Applications for Younger Children

• Share your favourite feeling face from the story with 
everyone.

• Use your Morty doll to make the faces from the story.
• Let’s take a photo of you and someone else standing 

next to Morty making the same feeling face together.
• Do you know any other feeling faces? Can you make 

them with your Morty doll?
• How many of the six feeling faces can you remember 

from the story? Can you show us any of the faces?
• Share a time when you wore one of the feeling faces 

from the story.  



Applications for Younger Children

• Did you know that everyone feels worried from time to 
time?

• What character from the story are you closest to when 
it comes to what you do when you feel worried? 

• Do you have any other ideas about what Susan could try 
to do if she starts to feel worried again?

• Let’s read the story again and act out what the 
characters do when they feel worried.



Early Years e-stories- Ollie Monkey & Ellen Caterpillar 



Applications for Younger Children
• Is there anything you would like to change into?
• We don’t always get what we want on the first try. Is 

there anything that you have had to have more than one 
go at to achieve?

• Ellen never gives up. She wants to fly more than 
anything. Is there something you would like more than 
anything?

• Gather together a toy ball, banana, mobile phone, chook 
toy, and Ellen doll. Make them look like they do in the 
story. Use them to tell the story. See if the child/ren can 
put them in the same order as the story.



Applications for Younger Children
• Which place from the story would you most like to go 

to, for a picnic with Ollie?
• Who would you like to share a picnic with?
• Educators/Practitioners could set up picnic spots in line 

with the scene’s from the story in their centres, 
encouraging shared play and imaginations.

• If you could bring a favourite food/meal from home to 
share with us, what would you pick?

• Share a picnic with children and their grown up/s in an 
imagined setting of the child/ren’s choice. 



Early Years e-stories - Molly Snail & Percy Bee



Percy’s 
Collection 
of Love and 
Kindness

















Applications for Younger Children
• Make Percy Bee ‘Love and Kindness’ headbands with pipe 

cleaners. Then everyone can be like Percy, on the lookout for 
little bits of love and kindness.

• Have some ‘love and kindness’ puff balls in your pocket and 
when you see a loving or kind exchange toss some on the 
floor close by.

• Print out, laminate and display as posters the five examples 
of interactions where Percy finds extra bits of love and 
kindness from the e-story. 

• Create your own ‘Love and Kindness’ jar. Every time anyone 
notices love or kindness being shared add a puff ball.  



Applications for Younger Children

• What room did you chose to visit in Molly’s house?
• What did it feel like there?
• Were there any of Molly’s rooms that didn’t feel good to 

you?
• Where’s your favourite place to be in the world?

• Each of the rooms in the story are easy enough to set up 
as areas in real life. You might like to give a child/ren the 
experience of touring Molly’s rooms in real life?



Themes and Lenses

• The Big Tree Dolls have been designed with individual themes related to 
trauma recovery sewn into them. These themes can be evoked in sessions 
with children and the dolls can be used as tools for related exploration and 
play.

• There are approaches ACF privilege in our work with children and trauma, for 
example the importance of relationship and embodied enquiry. All of the dolls 
can be used with children in keeping with five kinds of approaches presented 
as five organising lenses.     



Morty Exploring Identity &
Emotional Expression 

Ollie Nurture & Nourishment,             
Being heard & finding voice

Susan         Practicing Relaxation & Calm 
Exploring self narratives

Ellen Transformation & 
Increasing Adaptability

Themes                &        Lenses 

• Explore
• Evoke new narratives
• Embody
• Emotionally Connect
• Enhance Relationships

Percy   Orientating with Love and Care
Being Part of a Family

Molly How we Carry Home with Us
Life Story Exploration

https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj27Jnw4eTUAhXBVbwKHS40BKMQjRwIBw&url=http://www.instructables.com/id/Wood-burning-with-a-magnifying-glass/&psig=AFQjCNFGNvAsAsm0w6BqsA5XDLVenw7rtg&ust=1498884430770260


Snail Trail of My Day - ACTIVITY
An activity encouraging narrative memory and 
reflection.

This activity references 
the story ‘The Lost and 
Found Day’



Snail Trails- ACTIVITY
An experiential exploration of how a child 
experiences their connection with their special 
people and a map showing how they consider 
the thread of their life alongside others who are 
important to them.

This activity references 
the story ‘The Lost and 
Found Day’



The Lost 
and Found 
Day



















Molly’s Life Story- ACTIVITY
A life story focused activity for a therapeutic 
intervention, inviting children to consider a timeline 
of their life. 



As Slow as a Snail - ACTIVITY
A body based activity that practitioners 
could use with children to help them 
slow down and attune to the 
environment around them. 



Inside Molly’s House- ACTIVITY
An invitation for children to consider sensory based 
calming strategies. 

If you had a home like Molly, with rooms inside that 
you could decorate and arrange however you like so 
that when you go into them you feel comfy and calm, 
what would your rooms be like?

This activity references the 
story ‘Molly’s House’



The Distraction 
Back There
- ACTIVITY
A therapeutic activity 
for children who may 
have found themself in 
a situation where they 
had to act to protect 
themself or a family 
member.  



Languages of 
Love and Care 
- ACTIVITY
Learning more 
about preferred 
love languages.

This activity 
references the 
story ‘Percy’s 
Collection of 
Love and 
Kindness’



The Next Best Step - ACTIVITY
An invitation to create/experiment with a plan to 
try if you start to feel lost. 

This activity 
references the story 
‘Percy and Amina’



Buzzy Breaths- ACTIVITY
• A simple mindful breathing technique for children to 

practice focusing on their breath. 

• Refer to ‘Go Noodle’ for many mindful animal breathing 
videos for kids.  



Very Important 
Helpers - ACTIVITY
Inviting children to 
identify the ‘very 
important helpers’ in 
their lives.



Craft Applications 
One approach to embedding trauma recovery 
messages associated with the Big Tree Dolls into a 
child’s everyday life might be for the child to take their 
own version of the Doll home with them.

Craft can be a good medium to achieve this. There are 
many crafty ways to depict our Big Tree Folk:
• Spoon art
• Rock painting
• Felt Finger or hand puppet making
• Air dry clay shaping
• Paper plate collages or drawings 



Big Tree Characters

Key Themes: Exploring Identity & Emotional 
Expression 

Key Themes:

Transformation & Increasing Adaptability 

Key Themes: Nurture & Nourishment & Being heard 
& finding voice 

Key Themes: Practicing Relaxation & Calm &    
Exploring Self Narratives 

Key Theme: Orientating with love and care & Being 
part of a family  

Key Themes: How we Carry Home with Us & Life 
Story Exploration     



www.childhood.org.au

professionals.childhood.org.au

email: Support@childhood.org.au

http://www.childhood.org.au/
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